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In the Ranks Once More!
U nfortunately paper and ink wi ll not bri ng ou t th e rea l facts. The efforts our b uyers have
recently made in the eastern markets have placed the Big Store o nce agai n in a position to offer
the buying public more and better values than ever befo re. Loads upon loads of New F all Goods
are now open to your inspection. The styles, makes and low prices combined, gives one and all a
profitable study in economy.

"'

Our Clothing Department One of Merit.
All the modern styles have been brought together in this line. The qualities consist of the
highest grades of woolens and special efforts have been put forth in producing the best made
clothing for the lowest price. Good dressers vvill call on us and see our NEW FALL STYLES.

Advance Sale of Capes and Jackets.
Another Triumph will be added to the n1any we have made. This line of merchandise deserves your kindest and most careful attention . Trade competition will no longer support old
time methods, people do not want worn out styles and the collection we have this season far surpasses any previous one. All the latest effects in No bby Jacktts and Capes we now have on sale.
Consistent buyers will fare well to see them. Prices ranging from 98c upward for children's and
.$ 1. 98 and upwards for ladies'. Capes proportionately as cheap.

Our Dry Goods Department.
The crowning events of the s ason are the U nmatchable Prices, the Peerless designs and
High Grades on display this s ason in this departm nt. Dress goods in every conceivable color
or figure to suit the n1ost critical buyer. All other lines such as Silks, Satins, Laces, Corsets,
Ribbons, Domestics, etc. To enumerate the many other handsome designs would not be a
marker to the actual existence.
eeing is believin . A cordial in itation to you, one and all.
The space on this page does not permit us to o-iv justice to the positive values we have on
sale. T he Big Store is now ready to serve you.
Yours to Please,

?Lowensttne's JDepartment Store.
T h e Grauel Opening and Thh·d
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Roentgens were to stop their work for a generation, the
Othellos of invention would find their occupations gone
irrevocably. They would not add one new wheel to the
industrial machinery, unless, it might be, to the wheelequipment of their own head:;. But I have no doubt that
there is a large measure of justice in the reluctance of
practical men to take much interest in the imagination
anrl its ideals. But I think the trouble is with the name,
and not with the thing.
I do not myself take much stock in what pas~es current
as the handicraft of the imagination. Multitudes of things
that have the labtls of the imagination upon them, seem to
me only the handicraft of fancy's "curled darling :" and
should be put back among the bottles and !=p'1ons of the
nursery.
Indeed, I do not know that anything, which
"the eating rain, the impotent wind, or the measureless
length of years and the flight of time is able to de troy,"
has any indubitable right to the name of an ideal. There
is a sense in which only the old is entitled to honor. If a
thing does not die, it is commonly because it does not deserveto die. If men save a thing from death, a Hercule
wrestled with Death for the body of Alkestis, it is because
they love it and find it necessary to their happiness. And
what are the things of human workmanship that are old?

I know that some excellent folks who call themselves
practical are disposed to look with indifference, if nothing else, upon the work of the imagination with its ideals.
They fancy that there is something 'trivial about all of _it,
"\Vhat ever ' caped oblivion' subtle wrong,
and that their brains are made of a tissue too tough for
, ave a few clarion name and golden thread of ong?"
such namby-pam by functioning. But they deceive them - And so I am not disposed to all the things we tire of in a
selves. If their brains are not too tough for much day and bury, the work of the imagination at all. The
functioning of any kind, they are in the same boat as shaping phanta y never buil s anything inconsistent with
the rest of us, "lunatic, the lover, and the poet." They the soberest deliverances of the judgment. Her office is to
are "of imagination all compact;" they have their ideal,
fly beyond, not athwart the work of what helley called
and these make them all they are, and stamp the trade
"the owl-winged faculty of calculation." This is the way
marks on all they do. Even that famous school which she lends her aid to the great think ers.
he enables them
Thomas Gradgrind and Josiah B ::mnderby founded for the to stan on the outermost limits of what ha been gained,
teaching of nothing but facts, was an attempt to realize
till, as Milton said,
"at last the sacred influence
an ideal. There was nothing at all unique about it. The
f light appears, and from th walls of h aven
ideal was honorable enough, but it was a mighty skin:hoot far into the bo om of dim night
A glimmering dawn."
ney sort of an affair. The theory was as admirable as
many an other theory, anrl. the samples of the prac- This is the way opernicu worked, as well as
ante;
tice which the grt!at novelist saved for us, sound amazingly Newton, as well as hakespeare; Helmholtz, as well as
like work that is published as samples of what is done in Beethoven.
There may never have een a historical
the Model and Practice classes of American Training Hamlet, the elements may never have so mixe in any man.
Schools. The same class of excellent folks are in the
ut that d es not make the character any the less real.
habit of saying, too, that there is a difference in the worth The imagination can no more affor to lie, than the jud of the work done by the inventor and the discoverer. ' ment can; and the character of the unhappy prince, a
There is, indeed, a difference in the kind of ideals in- created by the great dramatist, is a compact and soli a
volved, but I see no such difference in the worth of the body of self-con i tent truth, a the hi torical char a ters of
ideal , as is often made out. Morse, and , ell, and .. diladstone an
i marck.
son richly deserve all the money and credit, that we lavBut here are other i eals f a higher type an finer
ish upon them; but the discoverer
the silent students in texture than orne of those I have been talking abo
the laboratories, who alone made the inventor's work pos- They get their ignificance n t from what man
sible, are as richly entitled to our love and admiration.
from what he i~. Just a hi government an engine , and
If the
er teds, Amperes Faraday ,
rookses, and battle-ship emboly hi thought and feelings electe with
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reference to what he would do; so his own character embodies his thoughts and feelings selected with reference to
what he would be. Somewhere in that long, almost immeasurable course through which his growth has gone on,
man came to realize .that the outside world was made up
not alone of things, but of other beings like himself, with
whose weal and woe his actions had a vast deal to do. The
moment that discovery was made, a new world of new laws
and new interests, became open to him, the moral world
wherein the supreme law is the golden rule. No doubt for
a long time his recognition of the law was of the vaguest
kind ; indeed it is not excessively clear to the best of us
yet. At first it must have been with only a blind sort of
half-instinct, half-intelligence, that the father and the
mother looked after the well-being of the family. It was
only as the perils of battle emphasized the one-ness of the
clan, that the chief had aught but the dimmest insight into
the law. But as the years went on, the significance of the
law became clearer and clearer, till every clan had•its strong
man, its Roostam, or Hercules, or Theseus, who made it
his business to look after the weak as well as the strong,
and whose deeds were celebrated in story and song by the
bardsof the tribe. In this way, the tremendous influence
of the social sentiment was made effective in lifting what
had been but a blind impulse or utilitarian selfishness into
the clear light of conscience. Then the teachers could get
hold of the ideals and set them into moral codes, the fixed
and stable bases for further advancement. It was at this
time, that the great ideals of courage, of skill and shrewdness, of personal loyalty and patriotism were formed, and
especially realized in the founders of nations, in Romulus,
and Charlemagne, and Alfred.
There is no time to discuss the matter, but these
ideals, in 0ur modern times, find their best illustrations in
the great captains of industry. While I have no doubt
there are hundreds of them who are no better than the
worst of the political class, Domitian, Tiberius, and that
prince of snobs, Napoleon III., there are hundreds of
others, who have all the sturdy virtues and lofty ideals of
Alfred and Charlemagne. And I think it is peculiarly unfortunate, that this side of the lives of such men as Phil
Armour and Peter Cooper is so often lost sight of. I do
not see what possible harm it could do to any one, if we
were to think of them as the real lords of the realm,-the
loaf-wardens, as the word literally means-for that is really
what they are. But I cannot go into that. Our debts to
that wonderful people, the old Greeks, are numberless,
but I have often wondered whether we owe them a weightier debt for anything, than for the splendid expressions of
these ideals in the great literature, that they left us. For
in spite of Senator Lodge's skepticism about some of them,
I am still boy enough to take delight in the stories of the
Iliad and the Odyssey, the tales which the garrulous old
minstrel told of the much-counselling Ulysses and the god like Achilles ; and I am simple-minded enough to believe
that the stories have been more fruitful of high-minded and
high-hearted living than much of the moralizing of the platform and the closet. I know he was pas ionate and often

lost his head; that he was only a great blubbering schoolboy, and wasted precious time in telling his mother what a
bad boy Agamemnon was for taking his girl away from
him; I know his horses had to admonish him on one solemn
occasion ; but after all, what a glorious fellow he was, that
swift-footed Achilles.
When the plague fell upon the
army, like the yellow-fever in Cuba, and Agamemnon, king
of men and commander in chief, was too busy turning an
honest penny to look after the welfare of the men, he summoned the chiefs and told the soothsayer to speak out the
cause of the trouble, even if he had to name Agamemnon.
And how little he ha"ggled, when he found out what the
truth was, what the gods wanted done-bow quickly his
great sword went back into its scabbard, when Ath.e na
stood behind him and touched his golden hair, and told
him not to draw his sword. What immortal scorn was in
his reply to the heralds, "hateful to me and like the gates
of Hades is the man who keeps one thing shut up in his
heart, and another open on his tongue." And what was
there in his voice, that could make the Trojan war-horses
turn back, when he went down unarmed to the ramparts
and shouted? It was not a great btllowing noise, for he
was not Stentor, who called the army to quartns, as the
bell calls the classes. And in that stormy scene in his
tent, when the aged Priam came with prictltss ransoms for
the body of Hector, he wept, as he thought of his own
aged father, whom "hungry calamity might track over the
bounteous earth;" and the thought made him gentle, and
he spread a couch in the tent for the gray-haired suppliant,
but himself slept apart, that the lackeys of Agamemnon
might not harm his helpless guest. No, Achilles was no
savage, and I think enator Lodge's nectar and ambrosia
and baked-beans have made him hyperesthesic. In some
respects even finer than Achilles, is the character of his
gr~at antagonist, the horse-training Hector.
What more
touching thing was ever said over the bier of any man,
than Helen's lamentation at his funeral. For ten long
years she had been the cause of the direst calamities to his
country; her mother-in-law, her brothers and sisters-in-law
had upbraided her in the palaces ; yet from him she ''had
never heard evil or despiteful word;" but he had soothed
the others with his gentle spirit and gentle words. And in
her anguish she cried out : " o, I bewail thee with pain in
my heart, and my hapless self, for there is no one in wide
Troy to be my friend and kind to me, but all abhor me."
What wonder, that men have kept the old story alive so
long? For these are the ideals that ought to live; and I
believe they do live, and that we can match them in all
their beauty and glory right here in these flying months of
the summer.
What did the British consul at Ianila mean, when he
told the Spanish lady to stay where she ' a ? A few days
after Dewey cru bed the panish fleet, she went to the
consul and asked him what she should do to save her good
name, if those dreadful men got po ses ion of the town.
He replied, ' 1adam, your honor and ·irtue are afer in
fanila today than they have been for three hundred year . "
And what can be finer than the ondu t of aptain Evans,
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"fighting Bob Evans," they call him, in that incredible
naval battle off Santiago, when he threatened to turn the
guns of tbe Iowa upo:n the landsmen, who were firing at the
defeated sailors engaged in a death struggle with the surf?
Or what braver words were ever said of knight or paladir:,
than his own proud words about his crew, the grimy fellows who had manned his guns; amid the roar of the battle,
he said, they had the courage to be expected of American
seamen, and when the smoke had blown away, they hadthe gentleness of American women. And where shall we
find superber courage or finer modesty, than in the conduct
of that magnificent man, who led the chase of the Spanish
fleet, Commodore Schley? ''The victory seems great
enough for us all," are his manly words to his countrymen,
who feared he was not getting fair treatment. And it is so,
for you cannot, if you would, rob such a man of any good
things,-they are his by indefeasible right. And what
faintest strain of vain-glory in victory and mere brute conquest can you discover in Captain Philip of the Texas?
When the Vizcaya, shattered by the unerring and remorseless fire of his guns, burst into flames, his crew started to
cheer, but he shouted to them, "Don't cheer, - the poor
devils are dying." And they obeyed him, and the next
minute were clambering over the hot decks to save their
helpless foes.
Now, in one sense these are not ideals, they are realized
ideals; they are parts of the actual world. And these men,
who could do such things and are worthy to have such
words spoken of them, are our countrymen. They are the
men who are seeing to it that no harm shall come to the
stany flag. And no harm shall come to it, while they are
on the sea and men worthy of them are behind them on
the land.
But, glorious as their conduct has been and proud as
we have a perfect right to be of them, these men could
never have done what they did nor been what they are, if
they had not had the highest ideals of duty and truth.
Now, the ideal of duty is not so much the ideal of doing
something, of mere working, though all doing is duty, is
the discharging of some obligation or other; but the doing
of all work in the highest possible way, for its own sake.
If the workmanship on the Oregon had not been all
of the highest mechanical perfection, the realization by the
cunningest hands of the highest ideals of intelligent brains,
and if stoker and engineer and gunner had not been the
despotic masters of her construction, she would never have
been the wonderful thing she is, the pride of our navy and
probably the most terrible fighting thing on the waves. It
is not so much the amount of work that a man turns out
from his work-shop, as the quality that counts; for "the
stars in their courses fight against the isera" of sham, an
shoddy, and pretense.
Not so very long ago, men coull not have the same
ideals of truth that we to-day may have. There was the
same necessity of making thought agree with thing, whi h
is what truth is, as there is to-day. But men had so little
real knowledge of ' hat things are, that they could not
make their thoughts agree with thin s in any very import-
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ant sense. They were beset by the same dangers, but they
did not know what the dangers were; and avoided them or
met them, in the most fantastic ways. Even so good and
wise a man as John Wesley believed there were such things
as witches, and Sir Matthew Hale, one of the purest and
most upright of English judges, knew noway to escape
from ~heir influence but to hang them. So, it is hardly to
be wondered at, that in their dire straits men often resorted to _self-deception and prevarication. But thanks to
the heroic work of the great investigators, we now have a
vastly wider and profounder knowledge of ~hat many
things are; and our ideals of truth have been hightened
· and purified almost immeasurably. It is no longer a disgrace and dangerous, not to pretend to know what we do
not know, and the gain to truth and right is beyond all calculation. This enthusiasm for truth, of seeing before you
testify, of not reporting what you have not at least made
an effort to find out, of making a provisional statement
and waiting till the outco-me shall justify it or conde mn it,
of surrendering cheerfully and absolutely what the outcome
does not justify, the method of the Keplers and N ewtons,
has done more to produce a hungering and th irsting after
right thinking and right doing, than any one will ever be
able to estimate. ' : Let your communications be yea,
yea, nay, nay ; for whatsoever is more than this cometh of
evil," said the Great Teacher ; and it is the unfaltering injunction of the Spirit of cience too. 1£, as individuals
and as nations, we abide by it, all will be well. The Power
that works out its ways through the brains and hearts of
men, is a merciful Father to those who do abide by it, but
a Nemesis to those who do not. If we wish well of our
country, it is not necessar y for us to join the Rough Riders
and go to Santiago : if we wish well of ourselves, it is not
indispensable that we get a post-office, or have a steam
yacht, or be invited to th e banq uets of the four-hundred.
For a half-dollar and an hour's honest work, cience and
Art will carry us to the ban quets of the Gods · and howeve r
lowly our work, if we do it lovingly and well, we shall be
one of the great Arm y of the R eser ve which alone can keep
Dewey, and ampson , and chley upon the seas. Fo r
". elf-reverence, self-knowledge, self-cont rol,
T hese three alone lead life to highest power.
Yet not for p wer, (power of herself
Would come uncalled for) but to live by law,
Acting the law we live by without fear;
nd, becau. e right i ·rig ht, to follow rig ht
Were wi dom in the corn of con equence. ''

BEA TV.
PR< !•.

B . F.

Wll.L I A~1 .

.

( Concluded.)

l

The pa sion of lo e, bac;ed u on exual ins tinct, is also
specially important in thi connection, for it is well known
that this pas ion gives to the imagination warmth and
glow, an
trongly stir the sentimental side of our ae thetic ensibility. Hence the tendency of a youn g man or
young woman in the ar o r of a fi r · t love to write verse .
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In the case of many an Orlando trying to describe the vibration which to tbe eye yields a violet color. Certain
charms of his Rosalind the result is pitiable enough, and color effects jar like a mmical discord. But while the efmost any of us, like Touchstone, would undertake "to fect of color is sensuous it is still capable of rich sentirhyme you so eight years together," but with Dante the mental and emotional suggestions. The hues of sunset or
passion becomes wondrously beautiful, and the gentilis- of sunrise, subdued and fading, or increasingly brilliant
sima donna, Beatrice, of the Vita Nuova or New Life, be- kindle in the one case soft and gentle and tender emotions,
comes in The Divine Comedy the symbol of divine perfec- in the other, sentiments of high hope, courage and gladtion, and from this passion of love we have the most per- ness.
fect idealistic poem in all literature. Thus man and woman
The relation of form to beauty is one of the most combecoming susceptible to each other, become at the same plex and difficult problems of aesthetics. Omitting the
time susceptible to other influences and capable of emo- abstruse questions of the physiology of the perception of
tional tenderness toward a great variety of objects. The form and the value of geometrical figures, I can give only
first glow of love often arouses for the first time a lively some general observations. Symmetry, for instance, is
interest in music and painting and even landscape, so that an element of the beauty of form. Particularly does the
our delight in nature is to a great extent due to the over- eye demand bilateral symmetry, for it does not so easily
flow or dispersion of the passion of love.
see objects from top to bottom as from side to side. SymNext to vital functions and the passion of love may be •metry depends up'1n regularity of rhythm. We expect the
considered the five senses. Sensuous beauty is indeed the ornaments of a facade to be at regular intervals, and when
most primitive and the most universal. The delight of the we so finrl them we experience the same delight that we
savage in bright and variegated colors, of the child in up- do in hearing a singer strike the precise pitch of an inevitroarious noise are the beginnings of taste in ·color and able note. This recurrence or order yields a quiet, gen ttymusic. Of these senses, touch, taste and smell apparently pervading sense of beauty, and can only be disregarded
are not capable of so high development as sight and hear- when compensation is furnished by the appearance of an
ing, and are therefore sometimes called the unaesthetic or interesting object, giving the effect of the picturesque.
lower senses, and they play a lesser part in pleasurable To cite a specific and familiar case of the discordant effect
emotion. It is for this reason that our English poets most of unsymmetrical arrangement, no better example perhaps
sensitive to sensuous beauty, like Keats, have found it could be gi .ren than that of the hanging of the large paintnecessary in describing oriental luxuries, perfumes, soft ing in the College Auditorium. In order to make room
stuffs, and so on, to relieve the description by some im- for the clock, which does not run, the painting has been
aginative touch.
hung considerably to one side of the center, making it unThe world of sound, like Cleopatra, is capable of in- symmetrical not only with the two windows at the sides,
finite variety, and is very rich in the power to stir pleasur- but also with the one above, and then to make matters
able emotion. The physical basis of the pleasure arising worse, the clock is not hung symmetrically in the space
from sound is the regular recurrence of the sound waves between the picture and the window (partly, perhaps, on
and the timbre or distinctive quality of the sound. If account of the chandelier), but almost immediately against
there is no regular recurrence of the waves, the sound is the picture frame. The clock, which always marks zz
merely noise and is not pleasing. It is only when the minutes past three, and so has no utilitarian value, and
pulsations of air which makes the sound and recur at which, moreover. is not sui ted in shap~ to the place it ocregular intervals that we get a note of music. The timbre cupies, should be taken down and the painting hung
of the sound depends upon intricate complications of the centrally. The value of symmetry, however, is limited,
sound waves, and it is through these complications that for it involves a certain tendency to monotony. An avenue
we are able to distinguish different qualities in notes of the is dignified and impressive, but a fence with posts at regular
same tone and intensity.
intervals is hardly so beautiful as a straggling, irregular
Of all the sense organs, however the eye seems to be one.
by far the most highly developed.
The hypothetical
medium called ether is capable of much more rapid vibrations than sound waves, so that light seems to travel
almost instantaneously. It is to this primacy of sight in
our perception that light is the natural symbol for knowledge, and we may expect to find beauty largely dependent
upon the pleasures of sight. Even form, so important an
element of beauty, is usually fer us something visible.
But before the effect of form comes the effect of color,
which is purely sensuous. The pleasurable emotion arising from different colors has affinity to the emotional
quality of other sensations. There is a subtle similarity
between the feeling produced by the high rate of vibration
which gives a high note to the ear and the high rate of

The next effect to be noticed may b7 called multiplicity in uniformity. The best example of beauty arising
from this principle is in the case of a starlit heaven. \Vhy
are the stars beautiful? Not because they suggest the infinitestimal, for the sands of the seashore can do that; not
because of the science of astronomy, for from the beginning the heavens have declared the glory of God, but it is
due rather to the idea of infinity in space multiplicity in
uniformity, a canopy broken up into innumerable points,
and to the sensuous contrast of the background of ebony
with the twinkling stars themselves. \Ve find again that
the defect of this prin iple, as in the case of symmetry, is
monotony. The heroic couplet has unity in variety, but
it is wholly unsuited for epic or for song,
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For the better perception of form we require the formation of certain types in the mind. These types are not
eternal, as Plato taught, but exist as a residum of experience. Special impressions have a tendency to become
blended. We cannot remember every horse that we have
ever seen, but from our various particular impressions we
reach a general resultant image or type of the class.
Roughly speaking, this type is the average from the example from which it was drawn. This type, however, in
the case of a practical man, is influenced by utilitarian interests; in the case of a pott or artist, by his interest in,
and 'love for, beauty. The naturalist or geologist finds
beauties to which the artist is blind . These observations
1ead to the question: "Are all things equally beautiful?"
Are all types equally beautiful, when due allowance is
made for individual prejudice? Mystics assert that Go.d
knows no distinction in the value of things.
But if these questions were answered affirmatively,
then there could be no d:scrimination in beauty values.
Remembering the definition, "Beauty is pleasure regarded
as the quality of a thing," it must be evident, since one
object differs greatly from another in this capacity to
please, that they differ greatly in beauty. Human nature
is an abstraction, and the world of beau y is much vaster
and more complex to one man than to another, so that
standards of beauty can never be identical, and the development of the power of discriminating between beautiful and ugly things is the development of the faculty to the
exercise of which beauty owes its origin.
I shall consider only one more point in connection
with form, namely, indeterminateness as exemplified in
landscape. The land~ape inclt1des, of course, many objects, but if the attention is directed to these special objects the effect of landscape is lost. Formerly this indeterminateness was considered a defect, and the painter had
to introduce buildings, ruins, and so on, to add the element
of human association to the beauty of the scene. Even in
a landscape of wild desolation there had to be at least one
solitary human figure. This we now feel to be conventional
and unnecessary, and we feel a continual and varied
pleasure in the indeterminate form of unadorned, unhuman ized nature. In landscape, then, this quality is a distinct
merit, but in literature, where the sensuous value of the
words is comparatively small, indeterminateness of form is
fatal to beauty. Meaning is conveyed by the order of the
words, and so a sentence, a paragraph, an essay, a book
must have form, otherwise it would be a meaningless collection of words signifying nothing. The value of indeterminate form is in the cultivation of spontaneity, imagi nation, reverie; of determinate form in cultivating precision,
discrimination, and perception of more and more perfect
types.

III.
There remains to speak of the relation of beauty to
the individual. I may consider this part of the su ject in
connection with the terms impres ion and expression. \Ve
have seen that practically no one i wholly without the
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sense of beauty. Even Helen Kellar, the deaf, dumb and
blind girl, finds the world beautiful through the sense of
touch. Yet it is also deplorably true that in most persons
this sense is very . imperfectly developed.
Before any
marked progress can be made the individual must come to
realize the value of beauty to his life. In the past we have
been afraid of beauty and have associated it in some way
or other with the Father of Lies. A beautiful woman is
commonly thought even yet to be coquettish and vain, and
becoming dress is associated with self-esteem. But a
beautiful woman ought ts be the most perfect woman, and
becoming dress ought to be the mark of a man or woman
of refinement and taste.
\Vhen the individual has come to see the desirability
of beauty, then the question is one of method. How is
this sense of beauty to be cultivated? Well, the chief
thing to say is that beauty is not a fortress, and cannot be
won by storming, howsoever vigorou-> and enthuc;iastic.
We have conceived of life so often as a battle, a struggle,
and so on, that we very wrongly conclude
"That nothing of itself will come,
But we must still be seeking. "

Our sensitiveness to beauty is to be cultivated not in tress
and struggle and feverish activity, but rathe:r in calm self1 o~session, and open-eyed, open-souled passivity. The
gods commonly withhold the gift of beauty from those
mortals who have never learned, at least at intervals, to
possess their souls in peace.
The attitude of the individual, then, is to be one of
"wise passiveness." He is to keep all the windows of his
soul open to whatever in art or nature or human life is
beautiful. But as the expres ion of a thought makes the
thought itself clearer, so expression helps to perfect the
perception of beausy.
rof.
orton defines the fine arts
as arts of expression, adding that one of the finest of all
the fine arts is the expression of one's highest, finest self in
the face.
o far as beauty is concerne , then, after the
attitude of impres-;ion, the first duty of the individual is to
make himself beautiful. I have sai that mo t of us are
homely, and is it not so?
ur noses and faces are com monly too long, our eye are too dull, our hair lacks luster,
our smiles are ickly, like tropical plant tran lanted in a
northern Ian .
ur shonl er are st oping an we walk
with little grace. When we con ider the po sibilitie of
beauty in the human face and the human form mo t of us
ou ht to be humble if not a harned . The in ivi ual is to
make himself or herself beautiful. But thi cannot b e
done in any artificial manner. The metho
f beautify ing
the sace, for e ample, is a very ubtle pr cess, and has
nothing to do with pow er, belladonna and affecte
grimaces. It i a fine art.
It is not enough, let me urge, that ne e moral an
intellectual.
man may keep all the o mmandments an
have scholastic egree an
t\11 be an intol e rabl~; bore.
He should crown hi morality and intellectuality with the
charm of graciou an winning per onality. Hi voice
ought to be a rich - tone in trument, with tone to timulate, to cheer, to often: to touch ' ith tremulou emotion .
Hi peech ought to be clear, flexihl
felicitou . . H is
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face should be now radiant as the dawn, now bright and
hopeful as noontime, now chastened and subdued as the
tranquil melancholy of the falling eventide. So in the
sincerest honesty should he try for susceptibility to beauty
and for the expression of beauty in his own person and life
-in face, in gesture, in speech, in dress, in gracious manners, carrying, then, this passion beyond self into beautifying his home and its surroundings, his village or town or
city, and then shall beauty become more and more to him,
and he shall show to the indifferent that they have missed
what is finest in life, and to the most persistent moralist
that beauty is not necessarily connected with the primrose
path.
And now, young men and women of t})e Pharmacy
Class of '98, I thank you and your Dean for the honor you
have done me, and for the patience with which you have
listened to these remarks, which can hardly have been very
interesting to you. I thought it would be distinctly presumptuous in me to pretend to give you any practical advice as to the duties of your profession or as tcr your duties
as citizens. I did not want to preach to you, . nor did I
care to '' moralize a spectacle." I ..am sure you can get
along precisely as well without such advice as I might have
given. Allow me, however, to suggest that you are not to
be first of all practitioners of pharmacy or doctors of
medicine. The privilege of be~ng a man is much greater
than that of being a druggist or physician. Life is greater
than any professsion. You may change your vocation
once, twice, a half dozen times, but your life remains. It
is your most permanent possession.
"But what," you may ask, "have we to do with
beauty?" Now if any of you should ask the question in
complete and mocking unbelief, I could only make use of
the half playful, half serious reply of Mathew Arnold to a different question, borrowing from the Gospel:-"Moriemini
in peccatis vestris-ye shall die in your sins," but if you
should ask it earnestly, I should answer earnestly : "You
have much to do with it." Your life is first a man'3 life
or a woman's life, and the man or woman in whom the
sense of beauty is but embryonic lives a crude and onesided life. It may be honest and moral and successful in
business, but such a life is imperfect, unrounded, ungracious. Base your life on morality, of course; practice
your profession with diligence, to be sure; but do not allow
this morality and this diligence to shut out from you the
beauty of the world and of life. Cultivate the sensitiveness
to whatever is beautiful, and then may be applicable to
you also, in some degree, those eloquent words of Emerson
addressed to the Poet - " wherever snow falls or water flows
or birds fly, wherever day and night meet in twilight,
wherever the blue heaven is hung with clouds or sown with
stars, wherever are forms with transparent boundaries,
wherever are outlets into celestial space, wherever is danger
and awe, and love- there is Beauty, plenteous as rain shed
for thee, and though thou shouldst walk the world over,
thou shalt not be able to find a condition inopportune or
ignoble."

THE CHICAGO ALUMNI DEPARTMENT.
LILLIAN AR.ABA COX.

Miss Cox, the present secretary and historian of the
Chicago Alumni Association of the Northern Indiana
Normal School, editor of the Alumni Dept. of THE CoLLEGE CuRRENT and winner of the elegant Kingsbury piano
in the late CoLLEGE CuRRENT contest, is a native of Illinois.
She was born and passed her early life on a farm in
Macoupin County, near St. Louis, where she lived up to
the time of entering the Indiana Normal, with the exception of about two years, when she was in attendance at the
Litchfield Seminary.
Since leaving the N. I. N. S.,
August, 1888, she has resided in Chicago. Her parents
were Southern people, her father being a native of Ken~uckey and her mother of Tennessee.
Her father was a
prosperous farmer, strictly conscientious and a devoted
Bible student j her mother was a lady of more than average
intelligence, refinement and culture, independent in thought
and action, but always tolerant of the opinion of others. ·
Her highest ambition was to make a pleasant and happy
home for her husband and children, to whom she was most
devoted. This ambition she attained.
Miss Lillian's education began at her childhood home,
in the public schools. At the age of thirteen years she
entered the Seminary at Litchfield, Illinois, where she remained about two years. Returning home she took a review course, at the expiration of which time she engaged
in teaching. That she was successful is evidenced by the
fact that she was Assistant Principal in the graded schools
at Mt. Olive, her home, three years out of the four while·
teaching there. During the last t\'60 years she taught Miss
Cox was a regular correspondent to the State Normal
School Journal of Bloomington, Ill., the St. Louis Globe
Democrat, the Macoupin Enquirer, Carlinville, Ill., and the
Staunton Times. Mi~s Cox speaks with pardonable pride
of hiving "taught school while a young girl in short
dresses," and of having "earned every dollar of the money
sh!! expended while at college."
Entering the Northern Indiana Normal chool she remained two years, completing the first year the cientific
course, save the higher mathematics, for which she substituted literature and elocution ; the second year she took
special work in the Classic and Elocution courses, completed the first year's work in Music under Prof. Heritage
and graduated in the Phonographic department. \Vhile at
the Normal she was an active member of, and officer in,
both the Crescent and Temperance LiLerary Societies j she
served three terms as secretary in one of the societies and
two in the other, and was unanimously elected and served
as Anniversary Essayist in each society, receiving the
highest commendation on both occasions. During the
second year she was secretary of General Debate and also
he discharged her
of the Normal Political Convention.
duties with credit to herself and to the complete satisfaction of her associates. Just at the close of her Ia t year at
the Normal, while yet there, unaided and alone, !iss Cox
secured the po ition of As istant to the ecretary of the
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Building Association League of Illinois, tho office then
being located in Chicago. She served acceptably for two
years, when the location of the office was changed to
another city. Not desiring to leave Chicago she began
b.usiness on her own account, opening a General Shorthand
and Typewriting office in the Chicago Opera House Building, Chicago, and a short time thereafter, a branch office
on LaSalle Street, both of which she conducted successfully. She still maintains her office in the Chicago Opera
House Building. Her office duties consist principally in
writing all forms of legal documents, including the taking
of depositions, writing specifications, letters, etc., and
especially in revising, correcting and copying manuscripts
and other newspaper and book work, preparatory to its
publication. By the aid of efficient office help to perform
the ordinary routine office work, Miss Cox is enabled to
devote much of her time to the literary productions above
referred to and entrusted to her care.
Three years ago Miss Cox was elected secretary of the
Chicago Alumni Association, and has continued in that
office up to the present time, devoting much of her time
and energy to the promotion of its interests. Her enthusiasm, energy and fitness caused her to be selecterl and
officially appointed Historian of the Chicago Alumni Association, February last. She has faithfully and conscientiously discharged the duties of that office up to the point
of writing her auto-biography, when her innate mod esty
overcame her, and others were substituted to perform that
pleasant duty. Miss Cox's intimate acquaintance with the
members of the Alumni Society, and knowledge of its
affairs, naturally induced the editor of THE CoLLEGE CuRRENT to select her to conduct the Chicago Alumni Department of that paper. The writer believes that the editor
and the members of the Alumni are eminently satisfied with
her work as editor and historian.
The above sketch shows some of the chief characteristics of the subject; particularly in that she is self-reliant,
energetic and persistent in the pursuit of her ideas and intentions. She is an ardent admirer of Nature, as is evidenced by her apartments at her city home, where are to
be seen a valuable collection of curios, consisting of
mineral and geological specimens; also ferns, moss, etc.,
most all of which she has collected during her annual summer outings ; the walls adorned with pictures of natural
scenery; while her library, filled with the choicest books
by the best authors, contains many work by the great
authors who write on this subject, from William Cullen
Bryant, "the poet of Nature," ·a nd Longfellow down to
\Vashington Irving and RaliJh Waldo Emerson.
he is
especially fond of travel and is artistic in her tastes. It
should be added that she is affable and winsome, always
making friends, and is a typical '' merican girl."
CHARLES C. STILWELL.

Charles C. tilwell, treasurer of the hicago lumni
Association of the
orthern Indiana ormal chool, was
born in Princeton, Indiana. He graduated at the
orthern Indiana
ormal chool in the cientific
ourse in
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188o. While in school there he was a prominent member
of t~e Crescent Literary Society. Mr. Stilwell was Principal of High Schools for a number of years. He attended
the Union College of Law, Chicago, graduating therefrom
in 1889, and has since practiced his profession in this city,
being now pleasantly located in the Chicago Stock Exchange Building. In 1897 he was elected Attorney of the
Town of North Chicago, which position he still holds.
He is a member of the City Democratic Central Committee,
an officer in the Wabansia Club a member of the Jeffersonian Club and of the Cook County Democratic Marching Club. As one of the organizers of our Alumni Association, some five years ago, Mr. tilwell has ever since
been a valued member. He has served on various important committees, once delivered an address on the
regular program at an Annual banquet, and has on other
occasions given scholarly, entertaining talks. He was
unanimously elected treasurer of the Society at its last
Annual business meeting, and February last was appointed
a member of the Advisory Committee on History. He is,
like many other of our members, very much interested in
the welfare of both the Normal and our Alumni ociety;
is generous to a fault in his support, both financially and
otherwise, of the Association; and while having his time
largely occupied with his professional duties, yet he never
refuses to do all possible for the interest of the ociety.
Mr. tilwell is a prominent, well-known attorney of Chicago, has a lucrative business, is usually genial and pleasant, and is to be congratulated upon his successful career.
In the language of an alumnus, "he is a great big-hearted,
bright fellow, with more friends than any other member
of our ociety."
JESSE T. WILSON.

Jessie T. Wilson, an ex-official, and one of the leading
members of our
lumni Association, was born near
Lexington, McLean ounty, Illinois, and was rai ed on a
farm near Gibson City, ord ounty, Illinoi . He re ceived his early education in the country and at the public
schools of ibson ity. He attended school at the orthern Indiana ormal in the year r 89o, t.aking general work ;
epartment,
in 1894 he returned and entered the Law
Junior year.
He spent four and one-half year in the
printing and new paper work, previou to hi attendance
at the ormal, being associated with the loomington
Lea er, the airbury Local Record an the ibson ourier.
He first came to hicago in r889, and with the exception
of one year, when he wa in school at the
ormal has
been a re ident of hicago where he has been an till i ,
engaged in the real estate business, with c ffices at ro4
Unity Building.
fr. Wilson has alway been one of the
ociety's most faithful worker ·, ever ready to a t when
called upon, and he el om e cape being "calle upon. '
He has been electe and ser ed as tru tee for a term of
three years, as A st. ecretary two terms, and has almo t
every year serve on some of the various important com mittees of our
ociation. February la t h
a pointed by Presi ent lake a member of the
\ i ory
ommittee on Hi tory. His opinion and deci ion on
matters of intere t to the .\lumni ;;sociation are always
1
well considered and can be e en e upon. Mr. "il on
is a prosperou young man, i lea ant, genial, f lea in
ad res and ha a ho t of frien l .
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CHCAGO ALUMNI NOTES.

Prof. Albert L. Stevenson has returned from his vacation outing through the east and south.
Professor and Mrs. H. B. Brown and family, of Valparaiso, spent part of the past week in Chicago, the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. James McGill, No. 4547 Lake avenue.
Mr. J. B. Chizum, after a three weeks' sojourn in this
city and down on his farm in Indiana, has returned east
where qe will remain until October.
Professor and Mrs. Bogarte and Master Bruce, of the
Normal, spent a few days in Chicago -recently; while here
they were entertained at the home of Mrs. Charles Morton. They then went up the lakes for a few days' outing.
President and Mrs. F. K. Blake and Master Guy have
returned from a three weeks' sojourn in Colu'mbia City,
Indiana. While down there they were the guests of Mrs.
Blake's sister, Mrs. Alf. MeN own.
Mrs. Wm. R. Payne has been entertaining her father,
Mr. Cooper, of Oklahoma. Mr. and Mrs. Payne, accompanied by 1essrs. Cooper and Sturges, are up ~n Wisconsin f0r an outing. Mr. Payne has not had a vacation before for ten years.
At a meeting of the Alumni of the N. I. N. S. held in
Auditorium Hall, Valparaiso, on August r I, 1898, it was
moved, seconded and carried that F. K. Blake, Miss
Lillian Araba Cox and President H. B. Brown constitute
a committee to draft appropriate resolutions touching the
death of Miss Pearl McGill and W. J. Romans, respectively ; pursuant to which the committee has drafted the following resolutions :
\VHEREAS, the members of the Alumni Society of theN. I. N. S.
have heard, with deep sorrow, of the untimely death of Miss Pearl
McGill, an honored and beloved memher of our society, therefore,
RESOLVED, that we, the memb~rs of the Alumni Society of the
N. I. N. S., do hereby tender to the family and friends of the deceased
our heartfelt sympathy and condolence in the hour of their sore bereave
ment:
RESOLVED, that we will ever cherish the memory of our departed
friend as near and dear to us, and her example of patient suffering as a
lesson worthy to be followed in the various afflictions to which human
life is subject:
Resolved, that these resolutions be published in THE COLLEGE
CURRENT; and a copy mailed to the family of the deceased.
H. B. BROWN,
Committee LILLIAN A. Cox,
F. K. BLAKE.

l

WHEREAS, the members of the Alumni Association of theN. I. N.
S. have learned with unfeigned sadness of the untimely death of W. J.
Romans, an honored member of our association, and for many years an
eminent member of the bar of the state of :\1innesota:
RESOLVED, that we, the members of the Alumni Association of the
N. I. N. . do hereby tender to the family and friends of the deceased
our heartfelt sympathy and condolence in the hour of their sore bereavement:
That we recogni ze in our departed friend a man endowed by nature
with powers of mind which assured him in advance, of succe in any t•f
the activities of life to which he might have seen fit to devote himself;
possessed of faculties sharpened and improved by years of close application and critical tudy, of the best thoughts of past and present ages,
and who, by indominitable pluck, ro e to eminence in the legal profession, in defiance of physical ailments which would have overcome less
determined men:
That we consider the character of our departed friend a worthy of
our admiration, and his example one to be cherished by all who would
attain success in life, and the re pect of hi fellow .
That these resolutions be printed in THE CoLLEGE URRE T, and a
copy mailed to the family of the decea ed.

H. B.
Committee

BROW '

Lu L!AN .A. · 'ox,
F. K. BLAKI".

A Partial List of the Guests at the Silver Anniversary
of the N. I. N. S.
Avery, Emily F., 635 62nd s~., Chicago; Homer, Ausley, Westville, Ind; Avery, Dr. F . T., 635, 92nd st., Chicago; Barnhart, Ida,
Dowagiac, Mich., Bruner, F. G ., Streator, Ills.; Bridges, Tatalia, Otterbein, Ind.; Baker, Adam, Sandusky, 0.; Bell, Emma, Kahoka, Mo.;
Bennet, Chas., Paw Paw, l\lich. ; Hazlewood, Ella, Oconomonoc, Wis.:
Hazlewood, Alice, Oconomonoc, Wis.; Wilson, Mamie. Virginia, Ill.;
Jones, Frank L., Tipton, Ind.; Moran, Delia, Fulle y, Ill.; Shelton,
arab, Peniel, 0.; Sanger, Hattie, Lowell, Ind . ; Bouffiur, A. J. and
wife, Chicago; Barr, W. A., Chicago; Barr, Mrs. Iva, Chic~go; Beskey,
Morris, Goshen, Ind.; Belshaw, L. D., Lowell, Ind.; Cook, Mary E.,
Burlington, Wis.; Cleaver, Grace, Koro, Ind.; Payne, Mrs. Elva C.,
Chicago; Carr, Mr. and :vlrs. Geo. W . , Chicagn; Cigrand, Dr. and Mrs.,
Chicago; Cable, Emma, 115 I Tripp, Chicago; Cooper, Olive, I 794
Humbold st., Chicago; Christopher, Louise, I26 Loomis st., Chicago;
Chizum, Mr. and Mrs. J. B., Chicago; Clark, Addie, 23 Potomac av.,
Chicago; Craig, Grant, D. D. S., 734 W. 43d st., Chicago; Harrington, Sada Smith, Delavan, Wis.; Cox, Lillian Araba, Chicago;
Conroy, J. H., Hobart, Ind.; Evans, W. H. Chickamauga Park, Chattanoga, Tenn.; Crain, Sarah A , Wolf Creek, Illinois; Donovan, T. F .,
Kankakee, Ill.; Cooper, Bert S., Kankakee, 111.; Clay, Ora M ., Streator, Ill.; Crawford, Maggie, Melvin, Ill.; DeLong, Orrin T., Elwood,
Ill.; E. E. Davis, Chicago; Dickey, G. A., Indianapolis, Ind.; McKay,
G. D., Lima, 0.; Brocle, W. D., M. D., Union Mills, Ind.; Dicus, Dr.
J. B. and wife, 70 State street, Chicago; Daore, :Mary, Racine, Wis.;
Eby, Mr. and irs. C., Casopolis, Mich.; Eby, Eugene and Mabel,
Casopolis, Michigan; Faulders, Carrie, Leap River, Ill.· Fenn, Sara
H., Geneoa, Ill.; Fr3,ser, Eva, Burbannus, Ill.; Gates, E., 5484 Drexel
Av., Chicago; Goodspeed, Marcella, Hartford, t'viich.; Harlan, C. W.
Millwood, Ind.; Hutchins, Arthur, Lawrence Mich. ; Headley, Mrs. S.
T., Langsberry, Mich.; Halon, Nellie F., 3257 Indiana Av., Chicago;
Hummer, Geo. P., Holland, Mich.; Hoy, Frank A., r68o Old Colony
Bldg., Chicago; Halvorson, A. B., 1197 Lawndale Av., Chicago;
Haselwood, R. T., Milwaukee, W is.; Hursi, Ira A . , Wagoner, Ind.;
Julian, Wm., Bluegrass, Ind.; Jackson, Chloe, Columbia City, Ind.;
Jones. Chas. W. Pueblo, Colo.; Johnson, L. F. 635 62d st., Chicago;
Keenan, Margaret, Challis, Idaho; Kilgore, Mart, Goodland, Ind.;
Klein, John H., Conrad, Ia.; Knisely, Laura, Columbia City, Ind.;
Keating, Ida Keller, Chicago; Lynch, Catherine F., Chicago; Lynch,
Della, Chicago; Livengood, Mrs. Maggie, Elkhart, Ind.; Larson,
Amelia, Racine, Wisconsin; LeSage, Olive, , t. George, Ill.; Luther,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry, Chicago; Miller, H. B., Nashville, Ind.; Moore,
E. M., N. Farmington, Mich.; :Mosier, Landis Myrtie, Andubon, Ia.:
McAfferty, \V. A., Cape Geneva, Wis.; Mann, 1Ior.1ce, Algona, Ia.;
Marlin, J. L., New Bedford, Ill. ; Moore, R. F., Worthington, Ind.;
Mason, Rose, America, Ill.; Mason, Cora, Huntington, Ind.; ~lather,
Dr. and !\Irs. H. H., 7847 Butler st., Chicago; Maroney, P. H. and
wife, Chicago; Miller, 0. 0., 5844 Drexel Av., Chicago; ~lather, Dr.
Olive ., 6953 Webster Av., Chicago; Mather, Paul B., 6953 Webster
Av., Chicago; Murphy, Florida C., Stockwell, Ind.; Williams, Bertha
and Lizzie, 'tockwell, Ind.; May, Daun, Marengo, fa.; : \!iller, H . H.,
Brenna, Ind.; McClure, Rev. H. J., Carter, Ill.; Eugene O'Reordan,
Chicago; Orr, Grvnt, 635 W. 62nd st., Chicago; Orr, Cassie ~I., 635
W. 6znd st., Chicago; Jackson, Louisa, So. Bend, Ind.; Kimble, Carrie
B., Lakeville, Ind.; Jackson, W. Hale, fo. Bend, Ind.; Crawford,
Mary
1elvin, Ill.; Piles, Freid a i\1., Oakdale, Ta.; Paine, J. B.,
hicago; Paul, Mrs. E. R., Chicago; Petefi h, ~Jr . 1\I. C., Virginia,
Ill.; L. ~1. Padgt!tt, Chicago; Pickett
., 94 Lasalle st., Chicago;
Rice, A. II., Grand Rapid . , Michigan; Rice, :\lr . E. E., Grand Rapids, ~lichigaw Rush, ~laud, Elkhart, Ind.; Riggle, Geo., Goshen Ind.:
Reynolds, :\Iary, Genoa Junction, Wis.; tinson, J. K., Hammond,
Ind.· 'tinson, Viola ., Hammond, Ind.; ' tevin, N., Chicago: nyder,
Jerome F, Bonfield, Ill.; Strawhecker, . H. and wife, Grand Rapids,
Michigan: 0 Brien, :\lame, Elburn, Ill.; .'m·ll, E. F., Grand Rapids,
Michigan; ' helton, Kate, Peniel, U . ; .'ouder, P. \V . , Larville, Ind.;
Turner, Perry L. and wife, Elkhart, Ind.; Sanger, Walter L., Lowell,
Ind.: \ hitacre, :\larie, :\lt. Pula ki, Ill.; \ ort ell, H. E., Wapella,
Ill.; ,' tin on, ;\lr. ]., Hammond, Ind.; \\'elk, :\Ir. and ~lrs. Herman,
Lemont, Ill.;\ a-eca, II. I. F., 153
lark t., Chicago; \Ytl on,
Jes'e T., hicagn; We ner,
. :\1., D. D . .'., IOO. tate t, hicago:
Warner, ,' opha, a sopoli, ~Iichi5an: Young, Edith, ~lt. :\lorn Ill.:
:\filler D. )., .'outh Bend, Ind.
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LAW DEPARTMENT.

DANIEL E. McCLURE .
Mr. McClure was born at Girard, Pennsylvania, Oct.
25, I854· He worked on the farm during the years of his
boyhood, saving enough m0ney to take a course in the
Nor mal school at Edinboro, Pennsylvania.
In I873 he moved with his parents to Oceana county,
Michigan, and commenced teaching country schools,
which work he followed for three years, leaving it to accept the superintendency of Shelby village schools. This
position he filled for five years, resigning it to take charge
of the Hisperia village schools. After teaching the schools
here a year, Mr. McClure accepted a position as traveling
agent for Harper & Bros .' school books, continuing with
that company for seven years. While teaching school at
Shelby, Mr. McClure attended the Valparaiso Normal
chool during vacations, from which school he holds a diploma of graduation.
Af.er concluding his work with Harper & Bros. he
was chosen county superintendent of Oceana county
schools, serving eight years, and resigning to accept the
position of deputy superintendent of public instruction of
the state of Michigan, his present position. During Mr.
McClure's occupancy of the position of county secretary
and county commissioner of Oceana county, (which is the
same as county superintendent in Indiana), he was repea tedly elected without opposition.
In I876 Mr. McClure was married to Julia E. Rathbone, to whom is due much of the success he has made.
he stayed at horne and took care of the babies while he
attended school. They have four children, three daugh ters ancl o ne son, Blanche, Nellie, Floyd and Nyda.
Mr. McClure is a very entertaining and pleasing
speake r. His address was highly entertaining and practical.
He has achieved a great deal of success as a lecturer, and he
has a b rig ht and p rosperous future be_f~e him in this field.

MISS FLORINE Mc ANALLEN

Miss Florine McAnallen, who was awarded the medal
for having the best thesis in the Pharmacy class is a lady
of unusual talent.
he is a native of Harrisville, Penn.,
having come to Valparaiso to
attend the
orthern Indiana
chool of Pharmacy in the
Autumn of r 97·
he entered
the Pharmacy clas at once an
b
f
soon e .ame one 0 the best
students m her class.
he was
one of the most ardent worker
and often received word of
commen ation fr m the ean.

1I

S E NIOR LA W CLASS.

At the Senior Class election held at the Law Building
Saturday, ept. I7, Mr. Edward Taylor was elected President. The total number of votes cast was 48, out of which
Mr. Taylor received 45· Mr. Taylor was a Junior all last
year and his election to the office of President, the highest
honor within the gift of the Senior class, clearly shows Mr.
Taylor's standing and popularity in the class. The enior
class all join in wishing Mr. Taylor well merited success,
which he most certainly deserves.
Mr. Haverfield was elected Vice-President, Mr. Evans,
of Indiana, was elected ecretary, J. W. Me arter and
David Glasgow were elected Judges of the Moot ourt.
JUNIOR LAW CL.c\SS.

The Junior Law
lass held its election on Friday,
Sept. I 6. As the Presidency is the highest honor that can
be conferred by the class upon one of its members, the
contest, as usual, wac; a heated one.
After balloting
several times Mr. Geo . W. Rauch succeeded in securing
a majority of the votes cast and was duly declared elected.
Mr. Rauch is a resident of Huntington County, Ind., and
has shown his ability by making himself ne of the most
popular members of his cla s. He possesses a dignity of
manner which will command that respe t so n essary
to the success of a lawyer ; and his friends join in wi bing
him the success which he has hown he richly de erve .
GENER.AL DEBATE.

A eneral Debate was held in the Law
day, Sept. I 7, and will o ontinue every

uilding aturaturday at ro

A.M.

Mr. Farmer introduced a set of resolutions empowering the Chair to appoint a committee f 3 to wait up on
the ean and to notify him to rem ove the picture f Rob t
G. Ingersoll from the wall of the Law Building. After
mu~h .debating the res?lutions were v te down by a large
maJOnty, and the ptcture of the eloquent rat r till
remains in it ol ac ustorned lace.
1r. \Valter wa ele ted president by a unanimous
vote.
Mr. Me arter was electerl secretary.
Don t for et every atm lay at To A. 1. at the Law
Buildin .
MOOT COUR.T.

There was a Breach of Promise a e in the Law uild ing ri ay night, in whi h the plaintiff ued defendant for
Io,oco. .Th.e hou e was packe t the doors.
oun el
for the plamt1ff were J. J. lynn, f Antig Wi
and
mith, of McHenry, Ill.
ounsel for' the ·~fen an~
were . \'. Rhode , of mro, \Vi . , and Mr. Kitchen, o
Valparaiso Ind. Both i le were ably repre ented and
theca .e was ':ery cleverly handled. :Mr. ' mith umed up
the evJ en e m a very re itable manner. Mr. Kitchen
followed and rna e a e perate fight for hi licnt after
Mi
1cAnallen i a very con- which 1r. lynn mad hi clo in a re
t the Jury.
1r. lynn ha natural ability~ hich will in ·ure hi ucce
genial and pleasant lady an
is held in the highe t regar ' a and rat r an a la' · r. H i cl
ad re wa a
and esteem by all her cia. s.
he will en age in her ch sen touching appeal t th e Juror an
ou tie
a i te him
very much in ' inni
the a e. The Jury remained out
work, Pharmacy, in her native tate in the near future. 30 inute , an return i with a verdict f r the plaintiff.
he has the best wi:5he of all who know her.
Th ca e wa tried ef r Jud e M arter.

I .
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liUSIC DEPARTMENT.
The Music Department opened this
school year with a larger number than
formerly at the beginning of the year,
and has many promising pupils.
Miss Anna Ward is now one of the
regular teachers in the piano department, and is instructor in pipe organ.
Miss Lulu Groth, a graduate in the
Teacher's Certificate class, has been
very sick at her home in Wanatah, Ind.
Miss Inez Francisco has returned to
take the Post Graduate course. Her
mother and family have moved here for
the year having rented Mr. Adams'
property on Morgan St.
Prof. P. A. Gant will direct the
Christian Church and Sunday School
choirs the coming year.
Prof. August Wolf is building a house
on East St. He has a very large class
in violin this term and is also directing
the College Orchestra and Band.
Mrs. Grace Drown was in Indianapolis several days last week.
Miss Gertrude Smith sang at Union
·Mills last week and was a favorite as
usual. We are proud of having such a
fine singer in our department.
Prof. H. L. Butler leaves shortly to
study with Otto Laevger in New York
City. He will be gone a year.

Ge t tha t ala r m clock of Allen, th e
opt1c1an . I t is only 6S cents and warGet particulars from agen ts regard- rated, atNo, I9, East Main street.
ing $I excursion tickets offe red for
See our new li ne of dress goods.
sale by the Nickel Plate Road on SunFreeman & McNay.
days to parties of five or more.
Call and see the best penmanship
If you want Honest, Rdiable good-;
tablet made-so sheets for s cents, or
trade only with Freeman & McNay.
six for 2S cents. All other supplies as
Call at C. T. Allen's, the op:ician, cheap in proportion. Aug. Vedstiad's,
for any thing in Glasses, Kodaks, etc. 7 S College Avenue.
Kodak plates,
very best, 4SC doz.
Allen does more students' watch
Tripods 9oc. A full line of all supplies. work than any other two in town. Go
Rates to all points east and west there with your watch. No. I9, East
lower via the Nickel Plate than via Main street.
of other roads. Ask agent::;
Overcoats the new ones at F reeman
We sell Pants right. Freeman & & McNay.
McNay.
·w atches cleaned, soc; main sp ring,
The' Spanish War is Over.
soc. All other work just as cheap to
The people of greater America will the students. Reference, faculty. At
now be in a position t•l j.J3 y more at- C . T . All en, I 9 E . M a1n
· s t.
tention to domestic affairs transpiring
''Mack, the Cracker-Jack," comic
in our midst, among which we know
song and danc e, just out by Horace
of none more interest,ng to contemChesbro. On sale at Bogarte's. Price
plate than the Trans-Mississippi and
2s cents.
International . exposition.
The CulThe celebrated Cresco and W B.
umbian exposition in Cnicago in 1893
may have been of greater proportions. C01-sets at Freeman & Mc Nay.
Students are always welcomed by
but we are assured the grea L Omaha
Exposition is in all otha essential par- Freeman & McNay.
ticulars, possessed ot equal merit.
O n Su ndey s parties of five or more
Reduced rates a r e authPrized via the can go any where and return within
Nickel Plate RqatJ evny day. Look one hu ndred miles on the Ni ckel Plate
out for special train excursiuns at low Road for $1. oo for the round t rip. Ask
rates on dates ro be annou nced later. age n ts.

LOCALS.

lSargatns in 1Real lEstate.

GBo. F. BBaGh,

D o you wish to locate in the best residence and college town in the coun try ?
Valparaiso is known as the city of
churches and sch ools.
Houses can be purchased a t bargains
ranging from $8oo to $ roooo.
Town property exchanged for farms.
Several good farms for sale.
T erms to suit purchaser.

------ Je\1\/eler.
Headquarter for the most
c omple t e line of

JE\1\JELRV.
All kinds of SILVERWARE,
A LARM CL OCKS, IiODAKS and SPECTACLE S.
Repairing a specialty. Student's patronage solicited. Prices lowest in the
city.

DOTY & PIERCE,
Valparaiso, Ind.

No.1 Main St.,

alparaiso.

The Bennett College of Eclectic Medicine
AND SURGERY.
Illinois.

Chicago,

The Winter T e r1n b e gin September 20th, 1 98, and continue eight n1onth . THE
CLINICAL F CILITIES ARE U NE.L CELLED and 1he laboratory work thorough and
practica l.
Advan c ed standing allowed graduates of colleges for ce r tified "ork iu
medicine. Women adn1itted on equal term s with men.
For full particulars and a nno un cemen t add ress the secretary,

c hemi

. GR

try, physiology and sciences allied to

VE , lU. D., 126

tat

t.

..
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Grand Trunk
Railway System.
The Famous Line to

NIAGARA FALLS,
and to the Highlands and Lakes
IN

Michigan and Northern Ontario ,

,

where you can hunt, fish and rest.

Our New and Choice Stock
O F . •.

Fall
will be open for inspection on and
after September 1st.

11--6-26-98

All trains a rn •e at and depart from Van Buren
Street Union Passenger Station, Chicago.
Uniformed Colored Porters attend first and
second class day coaches on through trains,
insuring scrupulously clean cars enroute.
East: rend down.
tL o. 2
4
6

PI~~~ ~;~~~g'r

W es t: r ead up .
Trains Daily.
5
1
3 t Lo.
-t-1015 10 35 2 55 .... Chicago .... 9 15 755 TIS - t8 30 11 13 . . . . 3 51 ... Hammond. .. . . . . . 6 65 3 22 3 00
10 10 11 42 . . . . 4 23 . ... Hobart . . . . . . . . 6 23 2 51 1 45

U
~ grn ::::. ci ~~ ::s~~~:~~h·. : :::: : r~ ~ ~ U1~ ~g
7 25 12 52 12 55 5 32 . . . . Knox .. . . 6 49 6 13 1 45 10 10

9 45 1 27 . . . . . 6 14 .. .. . Artos .. . .. . . . . . 4 38 1 03 1 28

n

~ ~~ ~ ~~ "3"05 H~ ::~i.ww~~ :L .. 4'4il ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~
1

Exclusive Designs, Latest Shapes.
Prices to suit all.
Students cordially invited.
M. A. HAMMOND,

5 Ea t Main St.

In China

Students!

6 18 5 33 11 25 .. Fostoria ... 2 15 11 33 8 02 .. · · ·

~ ~ ,, ~i ~ ~ ··:.~~eE~t:~~:: : 1 ~ ~ H~ ~ ~ :::::
1
1
~&8 H~ l~ ::: ::

.. .. ~~g Hij ~&) : ::N~!~~~i:: :
• . . . . 10 20 4 50 . ... . .. . . Boston . . . .

3 00 t7 00 t9 30 · ... ·
Light type A. ~t. Dark type P. ~·
t Daily except unday . f Stop on stgnal.
tLocal freight. eastbound between tony island and Knox,
onlv on Monday. Wednesday and Friday ; westbound only
on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

You can
At

Drawing Room Sleeping Cars on N s. 2, 4 and
6 through to Cleveland, Erie, Buffalo, New York
and Boston · on Nos. 5, 3 and 1 to Chicago. Meals
are served ~t opportune meal hours ~ N~c!cel
Plate Dining Cars and at "up-to-date DmlDg
Stations operated by this Company. Baggage
checked through to destination. On inquiry y~u
will find our rates are always lower than v1a
<other.lines, service considered.
For rates and detailed information, address B.
F. Horner, General Passenger Agent, Cleveland,
0., or Local Ticket Agent.

How? By purchasing your stationery,
Confectioneries, fruits, fine toilet
soaps, tobaccos and cigars, or any
thing the student needs.

75

t.

7

<Iall at tbe J)arlors of

R. P. · WOLFE,
The Tailor.

South Side of Public Square,

L. \AI. BLOCH,
aund1· .

jfor fine mtlliner)2

"-'•"'-

...... Pre sing and leaning nit
a ·p cialty. Call and
our
n w , tock or fall and wint r good

Mone).

1\ug. Vedstiad's

For Fine Tailoring
GOT

3BY8

Where?

.. they are still making silk
on queer o ld looms. T hey don ' t know a nythi ng a bout modern m ethods. A g reat many
laun dries wash clothe:; on queer old machines .
T hey don 't know any thing ab ut modern
method . T hat's why you are no better satisfied
-that's why your cl thes are torn, yellow
and blue.
\ e give perfect atisfaction . We use
the most modern m achinery maybe a great
many impr vemen can till be made, but until
they are we must content urselves with doing
the very be t po ible .
We are careful, honest and pr mpt. W e
want your work.

_mtss <t. B. <liant
~lain

anb 'Wlallttng 1bata.

Literature Tukds A ccej>ttd.
Pri

th lo\\

t

"orkm n hip th he t.

alparai o, Indiana.

I also sdl tlu A mtricall Lady Corset.
c
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Business C9llege,
Valparaiso,

)

Indiana,

will open its 26th year A ugu st 3 0 t h, unde r n1ore favorable auspices than ever before. T.he
advantages w ill be increased w hile the e x penses will remain the same.

The prospects for the coming year are exceeding!y flattering. It bids fa ir to
be the most successful year thus far in the history of the school.
The institution has grown from an attendance of 35 to an average en roll me nt
of more than 2000 students, and is now the largest Normal School in the United
States.
The Institution offers, for one tuition, a greater list of subjects from wh ich th e
student may select his work than any other sch ool.
Tuition, $ ro per term. Good board and well-furnished room, $ r. so to $1.90
per week. The aim is to give the best possible advantages for accomplishing the
greatest good in the shortest time, and at the least expense.
Catalogue mailed free. Address,

) J

H. B. BROWN, President,
or 0. P. KINSEY, Vice President.

Fine Repairing a SpeoialtJ.
Cheapest P)ace il) ToW I)!

SPECHT &: FtNNEY 1
Dry Goods,,..

. . . . ._
Clothing and Till r ing,

F I R ST CLASS WORK.

ll>alparatao,

JEmtl Starlit Uatlor.
2 0 SOU TH LOCU ST STREET.

WATCHMAKER and
JEWELER for t he Norm al

School.

Main St., opposite Court House, VALPARAISO.
\Vill sell you watches, alarm clocks, jewelry, silverware, fit your eyes, repair your
watches, all at reasonable rates and honestly.
~---PLEASE

tn~tana.

Will show the finest line of spring goods in every department
ever brought to the city.
Students are especially invited to call and examine our stock.
No trouble to show goods. You will always be welcome at
our store.

Tbe .MoGietten

W. H. VAIL,

r'

Restaurant.~·

The Best Board
and the most convenient place on College Hill.
Remember the location, one half block east of
New Auditorium.

GIVE 1\lE A CALL.

MRS. A RGEBRITE, P r op.

Patronize
m
Home Industry.
Your interests are our interests. We guarantee
satisfactory work in every respect. Work called
for and delivered on short notice.

Students
desiring a substantial home-like boarding
place should call at

THE, WHITE STEf\M Lf\UNDRY,
No. 25 East St. ,. VALPA~AISO , IND.

47 Colle g

ve., '\ alparai o Ind.

~·
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Go to...----

J. I. RDan's Stable,

Call at the parlors of

MRS. A. E.
BETTERTON ...

At Nos. 13 and 15 s. Franklin St.,
East of Square, for a Good Rig.

PiGniG Parties and Bus Work a
S06Gialty.

For•.••
FASHIONABLE
DRES 1\IAKJ:NG

DR. B. B. FREEMAN,
Corner Main and Frankitn Sts.

The Finest Line of

O:ftice U p 19-t;a.i.:r

Pianos, Organs and Other
Musical Goods in the City.
Come in and Get Prices.
Fine Assortment of 10 cent Sheet
Music.

Perfect Tailoring.
Up-to-date in everything.
Clothing Cleaned and D yed.
1 st doors. of Post O ffice.
Up Stair .

F. G. KETCHUM,

DR.

No. 5 S. Franklin St.,
VALPARAISO, - INDIANA.

Headquarters for

10 Shaves, 50c,
Haircut, 15c.

liola lagazine and
~ iteFaFy ight,

Cor. Collt-ge Ave. and Freeman St.

W. J)OLSON 1

COLORADO OUTINGS
THE YELLOWSTONE PARK
are titles of lll~strated descriptive book·
lets, which will be sent free with a folder
about the Exposition, on application to
P. S. EUSTIS, General Passengar Agent
C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago, Ill.

Main St.
Ind.
IDenttst • No. 7 E.Valparaiso,
FOR FIRST· CLASS

Meals and
Lunch

Edited by

l,IVGRY.

1ewts IDetnarcus Satnpson,
Valparai o, Indiana.

5 0 cents a )'ear, 5 cents a cofJ'.

First Class ''Turnouts,"
Fine Driving H orsts f or L adies.
Student's Patronage Solicited.

00 TO THE

S end for Sample Copy.
Pearson&. Eukland, Publishers,
o. 2 7

46·48 East nain St. Telephone 45·

out h 4 th

1\11
tre t .

T

EAPOLI ·,

II

Fifteen Ye~l898

1Robtnson's

rflY.
o.,

hicago.

Open Day and Night.

JAflES M. WILSON ....

lback jLfne.
R uns at all hour day and night. Leav order ' at
41 Locu t Str et,Bogart's Bool{ Store, and Collins', or Diamond Drug tor s. .

Addre , H. P ARlliALEE LIBR A R Y
Or W. II. BLODGJ<;TT,
Yalpa r a iso, In d.

GOII606 Hill lt6Staurant.
J. B. Reinhart, Proprietor.

Lucrative position offere d for ca p a ble,
educated men. Organize r s wanted to
establis h perman e n t libra ries in e e r y
town in .\.merica.

3. <!. <!arson,
I

m. ID. ,

Choicewinter and
Spring Patent
Flours
J<'m• Jra 1HII and H ak<•r, n J o 1111
I' Nl of all klud In ·to<•k. Bu••k
\ \'h at Flour. B ah•d I IlL.) or !itraw.

PhysiGian and Surgeon.
Disease

Mention College Current.

of the Eye anrl 'orrccting
Refraction a Specialty.

• rrors of All (;ood (,uarant l'cl
Promptl~

and

• ·o
"

d••Jh •rt•d ...

·~o

orth

aAhiJ1gton.

t.

Calls Promptly Attended at all IIours.

A. J. HOMFELD ....

Cor. rlonroe and Fr nklin Sts . ,

dentist

SmOK6~.......-~•

I

It ca n be done so comfortably.

Dr. J. R. Pagin,

3rd Door South of P. 0.

THOS. W. COTA.

6000

6

~Fine
~hoes.

First Class Barber Work.

1882

~

sition.

:~;:-~~:~··:~·::":; I

1_...............·.....

Aylesworth's,

- FOR-

·

O maha on the way to see the Expo-

I

Go to

Student's Headquarters

§.

Ii

Leads in

Valparaiso, Ind.

,
~

6

L. rlurray Ray

..•.........

ioMAHA

135 South Locu t St.

W. F. Lederer,

30 West Main St.

~~_____...

__
v._•p•ra i o, lnd.

JOSEPH F. CROW
Flour, Hay

Valpo ...
. I
5G GIoar.

and Grain

Feed of all Kinds Constantl y in Stock.
Corner nain and nichigan Sts.

J ohn H. Pet e rs ..... J ohn W . FOE H.

PETE S & FOEH
Largest toe

inPorter County.

FurniturB, Mirrors,
BBddino, GtG.
t )t ln

tr

t,

Ind.

----~----------~--------------
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Chicago College of Dental Surgery.
Dental Department of Lake Forest University.
ANNOUNCEl\IENT.

The next annual \dnter course will begin \Veqnesday, October
6, 1898, and continue until April 5, 18gg. The statements made
below as to conditions, fees and courses of lectures relate to the
year ending April 5, 18gg, only.
FEES AND EXPENSE ,

The fee for each year is practically $Ioo.
Board, including
light and fuel can be obtained at a convenient distance from the
college at from $2.50 to $4.00 per week.
F ACULTY .

The faculty consists of twenty-four members. Each member
is especially adapted and qualified for the department for which
he is chosen. In addition to the regular faculty there are
twenty-two instructors and demonstrators, and twelve recitation
masters.
For information concerning any special department address
the following heads of departments in care of the college, corner
Wood and Harrison Sts.
Department ot Surgery,
TRUMAN w. BROPHY, M.D., D.D . . , LL.D.
Department of Anatomy,
W. L. COPELAND, M.D., C.M., M.R.C.S.
Department of Principles of urgery,
W. T. BELF£ELD, M.D.
Department of Operative Dentistry,
C. N. jOHNSON, L.D.S., D.D.S.A.M.
Department of Dental Anatomy and Pathology,
w. c. B\RRETT, M.D., D.D.S.
Department of Physiology,
L. L. SKELTON, A.M., M.D.
Department of Orthodontia,
C. S. CASE, M. D., D.D.S.
Department of Meteria Medica and Therapeutics,
A. \V. HARLAN, A.M., M.D., D.D.S.
Department of Chemistry,
J. NEWTON RoE, Sc.D.
Department of Prosthetic Dentistry,
E. J. PERRY, D .D.S.
Department of Bacteriology,
LUDVlG HF.KTOEN, M.D.

THE COLLEGE BUILDING.
The new college building occupies a prominent position
among a group of fourteen others, comprising medical colleges,
hospitals and schools and the clinical patients, therefore, ar<!
very numerous and present interesting cases of every variety.
The lot on which the building stands has a frontage of
eighty-five feet, and a depth of one hundred and twenty feet. It
is a five-story and basement structure, the basement and the first
story being of rock-faced Bedford stone, and the superstructure of pressed brick and terra-cotta, with terra-cotta trimmings.
The building has three entrances, the main one through a
large cut stone doorway surmounted by a stone arch beautifully
ornamented with carved work. The interior is fini hed in hard
wood, according to the late t idea of elegance, convenience and
comfort.
The entire six floors of the building are divided into lecture room , class rooms, clinic rooms, etc., with the exception of
the second floor, which is devoted to the Dental Infirmary. The
chief lecture room has a seating capacity of four hundred anrl
fifty students. There is also a dissecting ro m, thoroughly
equipped with all the requi ite for the study of human anatomy.
There are Histological, Chemical, Bacter~oloJical L:thora·
torie , aLa laboratories for the study of Operative ani Pro thetic
Technic , and for the con·truction of artifici . tl dentures.
The new building occupie l by the Cbica '> College of
Dental urgery i~. in all its appointments, one of the mo t p~rfect
and co:nplete of its kind in this or any country.
Letters of inquiry hould be addres ed to
DR. TRU~lA. · \\. BR PHY, ean.
126 tate
t., Chicago. Ill.

....

